IN THE SUPREME COURT OF THE STATE OF NEVADA

JENNIFER HENRY,
Petitioner,
vs.
NEVADA COMMISSION ON JUDICIAL
DISCIPLINE,
Respondent.

No. 75675

MAY 2 4 2018
CLERK 0
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ORDER GRANTING STAY
This original petition for a writ of prohibition challenges the
Nevada Commission on Judicial Discipline's jurisdiction over hearing
masters. After we ordered the Commission to respond to the petition,
petitioner moved to stay the Commission's upcoming public hearing on the
charges against her until the petition is resolved. We temporarily stayed
the judicial discipline proceedings pending our receipt and consideration of
any opposition from the Commission, and we now consider the request for
a stay together with the Commission's opposition thereto and petitioner's
reply.
In determining whether to grant a stay pending resolution of a
writ petition, this court considers the following factors: (1) whether the
object of the petition will be defeated if the stay is denied; (2) whether
petitioner will suffer irreparable or serious injury if the stay is denied; (3)
whether real parties in interest will suffer irreparable or serious injury if
the stay is granted; and (4) whether petitioner is likely to prevail on the
merits of the petition. Having considered the parties' filings in light of these
factors, we conclude that petitioner has shown a substantial case on the
merits presenting a serious legal question sufficient, when viewed with the
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potential defeat of the object of the petition, the potential harm to petitioner,
and the lack of facts demonstrating serious injury to the public from any
delay, to warrant a stay. See Fritz Hansen v. Eight Judicial Dist. Court,
116 Nev. 650, 659, 6 P.3d 982, 987 (2000). Accordingly, we grant petitioner's
motion for a stay of the judicial discipline proceedings against her in Case
No. 2016-142-P, pending further order of this court.
It is so ORDERED.
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cc: Law Office of Daniel Marks
Nevada Commission on Judicial Discipline
Sinai Schroeder Mooney Boetsch Bradley & Pace
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